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Here Comes Summer ...

It‟s spring, and summer is roaring up on us. For some, the paddling season has not
stopped and for others it has moved indoors. For most of us, the paddling season is
just about to open up again. Winter was kind and this season looks to be coming on
at full speed with after-burners!
Jim and Loyola will be presenting the 14th Woody Island trip; April 30th this year.
This heralds the opening of the season for some with entertainment professionals
having to take a back seat to talent drawn from the kayaking community.
Shortly after that, the Atlantic Paddling Symposium will be held in Nova Scotia.
This symposium should be a great event. It will be start Friday May 14th, 2010 and
is based at Charlotte Lake, NS (just outside Halifax).
The week after comes our own Retreat on May 21 – 24th. The Retreat is based out
of Splash „n Putt Cabins in Terra Nova Park. The KNL Retreat historically is the
best attended paddling event in Eastern Canada ... and why not? Our venue is second to none with terrific whitewater rivers, ocean paddling locations that are everything from gentle to very challenging, and lakes allowing ample chance for practice.

Cover Photo: Darren McDonald on
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This year is going to be very special. For the first time, we are welcoming the canoeing community to our Retreat. This will expand the paddling community‟s exposure to each other and is a precursor to next year‟s plans of HOSTING the Atlantic
Paddling Symposium.
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We have also been blessed with some good luck. Brenna Kelly will be here as our
guest to present instruction on whitewater skills. Brenna is a splendid lady with superb training, a true education and background in the adrenalin-rich part of our
sport. Brenna will have our own Jim Price, Mark Dykeman and other really cool
members of the local whitewater community helping her.

We welcome your submissions to
future issues of this newsletter. We
can‟t publish all submissions and
reserve the right to edit submissions
for style, spelling and length.
Kayak Newfoundland & Labrador
P.O. Box 2, Stn. C
St. John‟s, NL A1C 5H3
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Greg Stamer will also be here for our Retreat. Greg is the premier Greenland paddling resource person in North America. Greg has been here before promoting
Greenland paddling. Having paddled around the province in record time, Greg is no
stranger to Newfoundland.
Chris Lockyer: one of Nova Scotia‟s finest sea kayak instructors will be here too.
Chris is a highly skilled paddler and has volunteered to instruct a clinic on towing
skills. Chris is here partly to check out things for next year‟s paddling symposium.
After the Retreat, we will have the Kayakers Get-Away in Central Newfoundland,
various Safety Days, along with many paddles and events.
The Retreat promises to be the best we have ever had and this paddling year has hit
the ground running. We have the promise of a very good year.
Alex McGruer
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An Interview with Brenna Kelly
KNL’s Whitewater Guest for Retreat 2010

by Thomas Redmond
photos by Ryan Robinson

Brenna at Skookumchuck Narrows, BC
photo: Breen Trott

In a nutshell, Brenna Kelly is a 22year-old whitewater instructor with
the Ottawa Kayak School. She is also
a freestyle competitor and river runner. Brenna will be our whitewater
guest at the upcoming KNL Retreat.

three Mississippi‟s and it was amazing!

you looked up to on your way to
where you are now?

Thomas: I found my first battle roll
to be a huge confidence builder, did
you have the same feeling and how
did it happen?

Thomas: What inspired you to begin
kayaking?

Brenna: Yes, I was much more
willing to try more challenging
lines once I got my roll. My first
whitewater roll was sort of forced.
My friend told me I wasn‟t allowed
to pull my skirt because he would
be there to roll me upright ... so of
course I ended up flipping and after
at least a minute of being upside
down tapping my kayak
waiting for him to save me, I
realized he wasn‟t coming. I
am really good at following
orders so I realized that the
only possible way I could get
a breath of much needed air I
would have to roll - otherwise I would be breaking the
rules by pulling my skirt.
And since that moment, pulling the chutes has never been
my plan A.

Brenna: Absolutely! Ruth Gordon
played a big part in my growth as a
kayaker. When I am instructing I take
on the always positive and motivating personality she exudes. Another
role model for me is Mary Anne
Seather. She serves as my confidence
when there‟s a line or drop I‟m unsure about, that woman will go down
ANYTHING! Finally when I am in
competition I emulate Tanya Faux‟s
killer attitude - push it to the limit!

Brenna: Really, I don‟t know how
the idea of whitewater kayaking
made its way into my head. I was
always looking for something new
and exciting to try and lawn bowling
is neither… so kayaking it was. But
really, kayaking just seemed to be it! I was lucky enough to know someone who could get me out to some
pool sessions before introducing me
to the Ottawa River the summer I
was 15 years old.
Thomas: So was it just the excitement of being on a river that got you
hooked?
Brenna: Well, being on a river was
exciting but it was really my first surf
that got me hooked. It was on S bend
wave, about half a foot tall and
maybe four feet wide … exactly what
I was thinking - SCARRRRY! I
thought surfing it would be really
hard but then I caught it for a whole
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(Cont’d on page 4) Brenna Kelly

Thomas: You haven‟t looked
back either according to your
resume, was there anyone
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way that the three ladies above
have inspired me. I definitely
strive to do this every time I paddle with someone new to the
sport.
Thomas: Is there one moment in
your paddling career that stands
out above the rest?
Brenna: For sure my first waterfall. It was on an expedition to
Idaho with a group of guys from
my school. We ended up finishing the Snake River a day earlier
Freewheeling than expected so we started driving around looking for more paddling when we found these great
Brenna Kelly (Cont’d. from page 3)
falls practically in a suburb‟s back
yard. It was called Riley Creek and
Thomas: Wow, big props to those
I swear I scouted it at least fifteen
ladies. To your knowledge have you
times and spent another twenty
been able to make that sort of impact
minutes stretching and going over it
on anyone through your paddling?
in my head, everyone was starting
Brenna: There are some people who
to get tired of waiting. I finally did
have become familiar faces at OKS,
run it, and the butterflies I had were
which makes me proud to know I did
the best butterflies I‟ve ever felt. It
a good enough job at fostering their
was truly a complete high.
interest in the sport. It would really
Thomas: Switching gears here,
be an honor to inspire someone the
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what is the one river you think everyone should paddle?
Brenna: Hmmm, I‟ve paddled so
many good rivers it is hard to decide.
Though, I think I would have to say
the Ottawa River. The reason I have
called the Ottawa River home for so
long is because of its variety. At any
water level the Ottawa river grows
some world class waves including:
Garberator, Corner wave and the
world famous BusEater. The Ottawa
is also great for any ability level because of its two separate channels
and wide rapids. On one single rapid
you can find a line that is very easy
with minor consequences or one that
is very challenging even for an expert. There‟s just something for everyone.
Thomas: The Ottawa is primarily a
play river, do you have a favorite
move?
Brenna: One word... Blunt, I do
them all the time, in reality I guess I
should tone down how many I do and
(Cont’d. on page 13) Brenna Kelly
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Kayak Review:

Boreal
Baffin

Text & Photos by
Sean Dawe
BorealDesign (BD) is a kayak company located in Quebec. It was
founded in 1991 and since then has
built an impressive line of products
(ranging from plastic to fibreglass to
Kevlar and carbon fibre). However,
there does not appear to be a great
number of these boats in our province. This is a review of the Baffin, a
craft touted by the company to be a
“Greenland-style, performance plastic kayak” that is, among other
things, designed to face the ocean.
The Baffin is a polyethylene boat
with the following specs: 17‟ length,
22.25” wide, 59 lbs, depth 12.25”,
cockpit 16”x31”, and maximum capacity 325 lbs.

BD states that it built the Baffin in
response to many requests for a
plastic version of their popular fibreglass model, the Ellesmere. The
hull is hard chined. The primary
stability is pretty good, while the
secondary is excellent. The boat
holds an edge quite well, which is
great for turning. There is a tendency to weathercock but this is
easily negated by either deploying a
small amount of skeg or simply
edging. Adding a small amount of
weight to the rear of the boat does
wonders in reducing weathercocking as well. The plastic used by BD
for the Baffin is quite slippery and
shiny (compared to other poly
boats) and has held up well over the
past 8 months of steady use.
When I bought the Baffin, I broke
the cardinal rule of kayak purchasing, i.e., thou shalt not buy a boat
unpaddled!!! But I‟ll admit I was
taken in by its graceful lines (“pure
art” are the words used by BD).
One of the first things you‟ll notice
about this boat is that it has a very
low and flat aft deck. This can be
both a blessing and a curse. The
low deck and cockpit coaming coupled with a back band makes lying
on the back deck quite easy – even
for someone as inflexible as

me. This is great for rolling. The low
deck profile also makes it a cinch to
launch yourself onto the boat while
doing a scramble. There is one major
drawback, though. The aft hatch is
not very roomy and has limited carry
capacity. From hatch coaming to the
bottom of the hull is not more than
6”. Also, this is a skeg boat, so the
skeg box and cable take up valuable
storage space as well.
The foredeck is not high either with a
max height of just over 12”. I find
the lower deck height great for my
style of paddling as I use a very lowangle stroke with my Greenland paddle. As the boat does not have a tremendous amount of volume forward,
it tends to give a wet ride, i.e., the
bow likes to cut through larger waves
as opposed to riding over them. The
same can be said when surfing - the
bow likes to submarine. I have yet to
find either of these tendencies disconcerting. At 6‟3” with size 13
shoes, I think I can safely assume I
am in the upper size range of paddlers. In order to accommodate my
large feet under the low deck, I
shifted my seat 2” back. (This is not
an option offered by the company.) This moved my feet back into
an area under the deck that was
(Cont’d on page 14) Boreal Baffin

Boreal Baffin
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Precautionary Low Brace
Low Brace versus High Brace

by Malcolm Rowe

1. Low Brace

I use a low brace often, a high brace
almost never. A low brace is safer
than a high brace, as the paddler‟s
arms and shoulders are in a more stable position, less vulnerable to dislocation. I use a high brace only to recover from a capsize or when being
side-surfed by a very big wave.
When bracing, it isn‟t necessary, indeed it is unwise, to reach far out
from the side of the kayak. Keep your
hands in front of you, in the
“paddler‟s box”. Properly executed,
both a low and a high brace can be
effective with the paddler‟s hands
close to the body, without reaching
out.
What is a Precautionary Low
Brace?
I‟ve referred to a “precautionary” low
brace because, as I‟ve outlined here,
it isn‟t used to stop a capsize in progress, but rather to position the kayak
and paddle so as to avoid a capsize
that might otherwise occur. It‟s about
anticipating a problem, rather than
reacting to one.
The precautionary low brace consists
of tilting the kayak just slightly into a
capsize and countering this with a
low brace to prevent the capsize.
Like any low brace, it increases stability. It also allows
you to tilt the kayak
into a good defensive
position to avoid being flipped.

Photos by Doug Alderson
pass under you. When waves are
larger/steeper, you can be pushed
sideways. If you‟ve braced and
tilted the kayak properly, you‟ll ride
it out and avoid a capsize.
However, if you tilt the kayak away
from the wave, water piles up on
the leading (down wind) edge,
pushing that edge under and over
you go, very fast. When the kayak
is being pushed sideways by a
wave, this sideways motion gives
good support for the paddle blade.
Entering current ... whether in a
river or in a fast tidal stream on the

ocean ... feels different than when
bracing on a wave (but the theory is
the same). Tilt the kayak downstream, allowing water to pass beneath the hull and low brace on the
downstream side. If you tilt the kayak
upstream, water piles up on the upstream edge, pushing that edge under
and over you go, very fast.
Boat Tilt & Paddle Placement
In either case, tilting the hull and the
low brace work together. Done properly, the combination is remarkably
stable. Of the two, boat tilt is more
Low Brace (Continued on page 8)

On the Ocean & In
Current
On the ocean, you tilt
the hull toward a
wave advancing on
the beam and brace
into it. Most times,
the wave will just
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2. Low Brace Side Surf
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Low Brace (Continued from page 7)
critical. Proficient paddlers use boat
tilt alone, where possible. Of course,
overdo the boat tilt and you‟ll fall
face first in that direction.
See photos one and two. It is evident
that the paddlers are relaxed and
aren‟t exerting a great deal of force
on the paddle blade. This is because
their stability comes primarily from
boat tilt.
Entering current, the flow of the water provides good support for the
blade. See photo three. Otherwise, I
tend to scull the blade forward as I do
the low brace, to increase lift/
resistance to the blade sinking. This
is important for a Greenland paddle,
given the narrowness of the blade.

If I tilt the kayak just about right, I
may be pushed sideways (even side
-surfed) by the wave on my beam,
but I won‟t capsize.
My third line of defence, when
waves are bigger/steeper still, is to
use a precautionary low brace. This
gives me a wider margin of error in
setting the angle at which I tilt the
kayak toward the wave approaching
on my beam.
Thus, as I see a wave approaching
from the side, I have to decide
whether to tilt the kayak and if so,

slammed sideways or of having a
wave dump on my deck from the
beam gradually gave way to a sense
of growing confidence that “I can
handle this”. (Reminder to self: beware of over-confidence.) I had come
to integrate a precautionary low brace
into my standard paddling pattern in
big beam seas.
Good for stability. Bad for speed.
When you low brace, you pause in
paddling forward. If you low brace
often, as I have tended to do in steep
seas on the beam, you slow down a
lot. Not good, especially when you‟re

3. Tilting Downstream Entering Current

Position of your paddle is important.
If you brace amidships, you will be
pushed sideways. However, if you
brace closer to the stern, a common
error, the bow will be pushed
strongly and you may well be surfed
at a quartering angle, a tricky position to be in. If the paddle is placed in
a forward position, the stern will be
pushed and you may well be riding
up the wave at a quartering angle.
Those are your choices. Ordinarily,
I‟ll brace amidships.
Use in a Beam Sea
In a beam sea, the first line of defence is to sit up, well centred, loose
at the hips, paddling forward
strongly. A forward stroke has a stabilizing effect. Keep a blade in the
water.
Up to a certain size/steepness of
wave, that‟s all that‟s needed.
Beyond a certain size/steepness, my
next line of defence is tilting the
kayak toward the wave. Setting the
angle of tilt is key. Too much and I‟ll
tend to capsize headfirst into the approaching wave. Too little and the
wave will tend to flip me downwind.
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how much. I also have to decide
whether to use a precautionary low
brace. Generally speaking, when I
expect the wave to break over me, I
low brace; when I expect the wave
just to pass under me, I don‟t low
brace. Every wave is a judgment
call.
Avoiding Overuse
As I came to paddle in increasingly
large, steep & breaking beam seas, I
became more confident and more
adept at using a precautionary low
brace. The “crisis” of being

in a place you just want to get the
heck out of as fast as you can.
So, now, I‟m working to wean myself
from over using the low brace.
Use in a Quartering Sea on the
Stern
So far, I‟ve referred to using a precautionary low brace in a beam sea. I
also use it in a quartering sea on the
stern. That is one of the most challenging situations for me in kayaking.
Low Brace (Continued on page 9)
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Low Brace (Continued from page 8)
At a certain angle, I can‟t see what‟s
coming. I just have to respond when
it starts to lift and turn my kayak.
Standard procedure varies with how
violent the effect is. If lesser, I tilt the
kayak into the wave and sweep hard
to counter the turning. If greater,
I tilt the kayak into the wave and
low brace.

ahead, I lean forward and ... in
moderate conditions ... I do a low
brace with the blade placed toward
the bow. (In more vigorous conditions, I‟d use a high brace placed
toward the bow.) The wave pushes
my stern forward, but my bow is
stalled by the brace. My stern skids

around, while my bow remains relatively stationary. This results in a
quick, stable turn.
Malcolm would like to thank Doug
Alderson for technical advice, suggestions and photos for this article.

If I low brace, the kayak tends to
broach (turn sideways to the
wave). It requires time & effort
to return the kayak to the desired
heading. Better that than a capsize, but best of all is to hold
one‟s course and also avoid a
capsize. Recently, I‟ve sought to
avoid the use of a low brace,
save where absolutely necessary.
Instead, I‟ve waited until just the
right moment (I hope) to do a
strong sweep into the face of the
wave, thereby holding my course
and, in effect, bracing, too.
Turning the Kayak in a
Following Sea
It‟s useful to be able to turn a
kayak quickly in wind & waves.
The key is to have the wind &
waves do the work for you. I‟ll
refer to only one of the ways to
do so, that is the use of a precautionary low brace in a following
sea to turn a kayak 90 degrees.
This is especially important
when you are being driven hard
toward the shore and you wish to
turn quickly to run parallel to it,
notably if you want to abort an
intended landing.
Paddling in a following sea, my
skeg is fully deployed, so the
kayak tends to run downwind.
When I wish to turn 90 degrees,
my first action is to fully retract
my skeg. Then, I sweep to start
the bow turning toward the direction I want to go. As the next
wave lifts and drives my kayak

Ebb & Flow
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Kayaking in Cold Water
Kayaking is a popular recreation for
hundreds of Newfoundlanders and
Labradorians. Kayak Newfoundland
& Labrador and Transport Canada‟s
Office of Boating Safety are working
together to make kayaking safer
through education and raising awareness across the province.
Kayaking in warm weather often presents a challenge: do you dress for
the air temperature or the water tem-

Safety & You

perature? Beginning kayakers
sometimes make the mistake of
wearing a T-shirt and shorts on a
hot summer day. Past experience
might lead them to believe they are
immune to the risks and that accidents will never happen to them. In
fact, some paddlers venture out
onto the water never anticipating
that they might get wet or worse,
totally immersed in water. Acci-

dents, one-time errors in judgment, or
even “acts of God” can place a paddler, regardless of experience, in a
dangerous situation. Wearing a neoprene farmer john or a dry suit should
be normal practice for kayakers in
Newfoundland & Labrador.
It is important to remember that a trip
starts long before you get in the boat.
A detailed trip plan should be left
with a family member or friend, who
should be kept aware of any delays and route changes. You
need to carry onboard your
kayak all required (and even
some recommended) equipment,
including a VHF radio and/or
other communication device.
Finally, make sure to check the
weather forecast prior to your
departure. Making this onshore
practise a part of your preparation routine can increase your
survival time or even help save
your life.

By far the most important
factor in open water survival is whether you wear a
Personal Flotation Device
(PFD). There are many models
to choose from. Always remember that water removes heat
from your body twenty-seven
times faster than air, so a PFD
will help reduce loss of body
heat as well as increase your
ability to stay afloat until help
arrives.
Newfoundland‟s inland and
coastal waters alike are cold at
the best of times but are literally
glacial in the fall and spring. Dr.
Gordon Giesbrecht (a.k.a. Professor Popsicle) teaches thermophysiology at the University of
Manitoba and is a leader in reCold Water (Cont’d on page 11)
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Cold Water (Cont’d from page 10)
search on cold-water immersion. He
explains three critical stages of coldwater immersion using his 1:10:1
Principle. Understanding this principle could save your life!
One minute: Cold Shock - The initial cold shock of unexpected immersion in cold water causes a deep gasp
for air and about 60 seconds of involuntary hyperventilation. Surviving
the first minute requires keeping
one‟s head above water, keeping water out of the lungs and regaining
control of breathing. A person NOT
wearing a lifejacket or PFD will
likely have more difficulty achieving
this and is ultimately at higher risk of
drowning immediately after immersion.

ing worn, body type, and amount of
energy expended in movement.
So if you do find yourself immersed, do not try to swim too far.
In our water temperatures even a
good swimmer quickly loses ability
and efficiency, expending precious
body heat trying to reach the
shore. Get back in your kayak or
try to get as much of your body out
of the water as possible.
These simple tips can save your life
in the event of an accident. Remem-

ber, each paddling trip brings with it
a new series of risks. The best way to
manage these risks is to be prepared
for everything and anything each
time you venture out onto the water.
Wearing proper clothing, including a
PFD, making a trip plan, checking
the weather before departure and telling someone where you are going
and when you will return can help
save your life. With your help, we
can anticipate a paddling season with
as few incidents as possible.

Ten minutes: Cold Incapacitation The next 10 minutes is the estimated
amount of time a person has before
fingers and feet begin to go numb
and muscles in the limbs become
paralyzed and ineffective. By this
time even the best swimmers lose
their ability to swim any distance at
all. A person‟s best chances of survival are to use this time to get as
much of the body as possible out of
the water, to secure themselves to a
floating object, to assume the HELP
position*, or to huddle with others.
The HELP position and group huddling are only possible if a flotation
device is worn.
(* Heat Escape Lessening Position
(HELP): arms crossed tightly against
chest and knees drawn up toward
chest.)
One Hour: Hypothermia - On average, initial stages of hypothermia
begin to set in after one hour of cold
water immersion. The core body temperature drops and core body functions and mental acuity begin to
weaken. Many factors determine an
individual‟s rate of heat loss, including water temperature, type of cloth-
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Have you got
a great
photo?
Share it with others by
submitting it to Ebb &
Flow.
Same goes for paddling articles, trip reports, tips and tricks,
and reviews of books,
DVDs, gear or kayaks.
Or stick your neck
way out there … and
write up an idea on
how to improve KNL,
a new activity you’d
like to see, or a clinic
you’d like to participate in. Fair warning
though, guess who’ll
be the first person
we’ll ask to organize
it!

This newsletter has
been prepared,
printed and distributed in partnership
with Transport
Canada's Office of
Boating Safety.
Stan MacKenzie & Cape Broyle ice
Photo by Tony Roestenberg
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Have fun,
paddle safe!
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Brenna Kelly (Cont’d pg 4)

reasons why I paddle. What I
tell other people is that kayaking is a sport that not only exercises your body but it also
exercises your mind, your
spirit and best of all your social abilities. You need to work
with other people as a team
and depend on them for your
safety. Finally, it is a great way
to stay in touch with nature!

get a little more variety in my
arsenal.
Thomas: You mentioned adding some variety, is there anything you are currently working on or really want to learn?
Brenna: I am working on getting the air screw, I actually
executed my first one last summer! The McNasty is defiantly
up for future consideration
though, it‟s really hard to explain but it‟s something like an
over vertical back stab- once I
can explain it properly I am
sure I will be able to rock it.

Thomas: Is there anything else
you would share with our readers?

Brenna - high brace

Thomas: Speaking of future plans,
what areas or rivers would I be able
to find on your bucket list?
Brenna: Anything in New Zealand,
it‟s the one spot I would really really
like to paddle. The Futalefu in Chile
also looks spectacular and maybe

sometime if I overcome my fear of
hippopotamus and alligators I will
paddle in Africa.
Thomas: As you know, whitewater
kayaking is a smaller sport so what
would you say to someone who
asked why paddle?
Brenna: Honestly there are a zillion

Brenna: Just that I am truly
very excited about visiting
Newfoundland and Labrador
to share my experiences with a group
of like minded people that share my
passion. Not only that, but I plan to
learn and take in everything that you
guys throw at me while I am there.
Kayaking is my passion so any time I
am given the chance to give back to
the sport and help it grow - I jump at
it.

Boreal Baffin (Cont’d from
page 5)
slightly higher. The foredeck,
just ahead of the cockpit
coaming, has an indentation
where you can balance your
paddle. This may seem a bit
superfluous but I use this simple paddle park all the time.
Another nice feature is the
recess in the foredeck that
accepts a Brunton 70P compass.
The Baffin comes with the
standard deck lines and toggles. Bungees are provided on
both fore and aft decks for paddling
parking. (Although the sweeping
sheer of the front deck is not best
suited for the storing of Greenland
paddles, I store my extra paddle on
the flatter back deck with no problems. Euro paddles are accommodated on both decks with no is-
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Cockpit close-up
sues). While some may disagree
with their utility, this boat has
bungees to help hold the paddle
during a paddle float rescue. Unlike
some boats, this has bungees on
both sides of the boat so that the
rescue can be performed easily
from either side.

The Baffin‟s seat is molded plastic
with a thin foam cover. As said, there
is an adjustable back band that gives
good support. The boat comes with
an extra set of thigh hooks for a
really snug fit. I found that they made
the cockpit opening a little too small
so I trimmed mine back. They now,
(Cont’d on page 15) Boreal Baffin
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Boreal Baffin (Cont’d from page 14)
in no way, interfere with easy entry. The footpegs and rails are aluminium and, with some toe dexterity,
can be adjusted without having to get
out of the boat. Overall, I have managed to make the boat fit me quite
comfortably.
BD makes their own rubber hatch
covers. These are a very soft
rubber that retains its suppleness even in extreme cold conditions. While they are very
easy to put on/remove, they are
also very tight. My two main
hatches have never leaked while
my day hatch would allow very
small amounts of water in when
I first bought the boat. I simply
removed the deck ring and resealed it with silicone: problem
solved. All hatches are recessed
into the deck and have channels
to allow the water to flow away
from them.

that the skeg will automatically extend. A quick turn with a Philips
screwdriver and you‟re good to go.
Skeg line adjustments with the dial
are extremely easy as well.
Overall, I‟m impressed with the
design and build of the Baffin. I
think that, given its relatively low
volume, it‟s not an expedition boat
but it will certainly prove itself as a

fun boat that will allow you to push
your skills both on the flats and in the
rough. I‟d like to end with a quote
from Alex McGruer who, when he
saw my boat at the pool one night,
asked, “When did Boreal Designs
start making nice looking boats?” I
guess, at least when they started producing the Baffin!!!
http://www.borealdesign.com/

The Baffin is only offered with
a skeg. The interesting feature
about this craft is that the skeg
is operated by a dial near the
cockpit coaming, rather than a
slider on the side of the hull.
My issue with this is that I have
a very low-angle paddle stroke
and I sometimes hit my knuckles off the dial. This would not
be a problem for most paddlers
with a medium-high paddle angle. The aluminium skeg relies
on an elastic bungee to extend
and the cable to retract. In other
words, a jammed skeg cannot
be forced by activating the cable. This is both good and bad –
good because you‟ll never break
or kink a cable (spectra line in
this case) and bad because
you‟ll have to rely on someone
else to free up the skeg if it jams
or return to shore. On occasion
the skeg dial has loosened up
and, given its design, this means
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